New Jersey National Guard COVID-19 Weather and Safety Leave Guidance / Instructions
(Enclosure 3)
1. Applicability: This guidance applies to all federal employees of the New Jersey
National Guard (NJNG), which includes Title 32 Dual-Status Military Technicians
(MILTECHs) and Title 5 National Guard Employees (NGEs). This guidance does NOT
apply to State employees of the Adjutant General's Department, or to NJNG military
members serving on Active Guard Reserve (AGR) duty or any other form of Full-Time
National Guard Duty (FTNGD).
2. Background: Weather and safety leave is a separate type of paid leave that
agencies may provide employees when weather or other safety-related conditions
prevent them from safely performing work at an approved location, due to an act of
God, terrorist attack, or other applicable condition. The Adjutant General (TAG) has the
authority to provide weather and safety leave to employees, without loss of or reduction
in pay and without the charge of other types of accrued leave. Weather and safety
leave may only be authorized and used under very specific conditions; may only be
provided to employees who meet certain criteria; and must be documented and
recorded in the Automated Time Attendance and Production System (ATAAPS). TAG
may delegate approval authority in writing.
3. NJNG Policy Guidance: Weather and Safety leave is a Human Resources flexibility
that is intended for use during emergency conditions. For that reason, weather and
safety leave shall be used only when other workforce management tools and scheduling
options are assessed by the approval authority as infeasible, impractical, or otherwise
untenable in the context of a specific emergency situation and the effective
accomplishment of the mission. Weather and safety leave should be used sparingly
and only when deemed necessary by the approval authority; however, when conditions
warrant its use, it should always be considered as part of an overall strategy for
managing the workforce throughout the course of a specific emergency.
4. Criteria, Procedures, Record-keeping, and Controls: Weather and safety leave
requires significant internal controls to prevent its abuse / misuse. Approval authorities,
therefore, shall implement and adhere to rigorous internal controls, to prevent such
abuse / misuse. Such internal controls shall include—but are not limited to—stringent
vetting to ensure that only eligible employees are granted weather and safety leave;
vetting to ensure weather and safety leave is only granted when other methods of
workforce / workplace management are exhausted (e.g. telework, alternate work
schedules; shiftwork, etc.); and detailed record-keeping within the system of record (i.e.
ATAAPS). Approval authorities, therefore, shall adhere to the following requirements
for the granting of weather and safety leave.

5. Employee Eligibility Criteria: In order for an employee to be eligible for weather and
safety leave, he or she must meet the criteria of BOTH 5a and 5b, below:
a. Non-Telework-Eligible: The employee (by virtue of his or her assigned duties) is
not eligible for telework and is otherwise unable to perform his or her work / duties at an
alternate location (i.e. a location other than his or her regular worksite / duty location).
Examples of non-telework-eligible employees follow:
(1) Employees in positions that require—on a daily basis—direct handling of
classified materials;
(2) Employees in positions that require—on a daily basis—an on-site activity or
face-to-face personal contacts that cannot be performed remotely or at an alternate
worksite (e.g., hands-on contact with machinery, equipment, or vehicles; direct patient
care); etc.
b. Unable to Access Worksite: The employee is prevented from safely traveling to
or safely performing work at his or her regular worksite or other agency-approved
worksite, as a result of an act of God (extreme weather event); a terrorist attack; or
another condition meeting this same criteria (as determined by TAG or TAG's
designated approval authority for weather and safety leave). Examples of employees
who meet this criteria follow:
(1) Employees who have been exposed to an infectious disease (but are not
symptomatic) and need to be quarantined (confirmed by a public health authority);
(NOTE: employees in this scenario, who ARE symptomatic, must use Sick Leave and
may NOT be granted weather and safety leave);
(2) Employees who have been ordered to stay away from the workplace, when
TAG (or TAG's designated approval authority for weather and safety leave) determines
that their absence from the workplace is required as part of measures taken to prevent,
alleviate, or mitigate the spread or severity of a public health threat (such as infectious
disease), as directed or recommended by a public health authority, resulting from a
declared state of emergency by civil authorities and/or a declared public health
emergency.
6. Approval Procedures and Record-Keeping: The approving authorities for Weather
and Safety Leave must follow all procedures for the approval and documentation of
Weather and Safety Leave. Proper documentation of Weather and Safety Leave
approvals and the maintenance of approval records is critical to the agency’s audit
readiness goals. Approving authorities must ensure the following actions occur:
a. Approving authorities sign a Weather and Safety Leave approval memorandum
prior to placing employees on Weather and Safety Leave. See enclosed template in
Attachment 1.
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b. Approving authorities will ensure the Weather and Safety Leave approval
memorandum includes a roster of employees approved to be absent from the duty
location while on Weather and Safety Leave. See the template in Attachment 2.
c. Employees will utilize the procedure in Attachment 3 to code timecards and submit
leave requests in the Automated Time and Attendance Production System (ATAAPS).
d. Supervisors will ensure that each employee approved to use Weather and Safety
Leave has a copy of the approval memorandum and approved employee roster in the
employee’s pay record. This documentation is required for each pay period in which
Weather and Safety Leave was approved and used for the employee.
(1) NJ Army National Guard employees or supervisors will maintain the
aforementioned approval memo and employee roster, using the United States Property
& Fiscal Office Comptroller’s document upload portal located at the following link:
ngnja7-34115-03\TECHPAY
(2) NJ Air National Guard employees or supervisors will maintain the
aforementioned approval memo and employee roster by providing this approval
documentation to their assigned Time Keeper and/or to their Wing Customer Service
Representatives (CSR), to maintain for audit-readiness purposes.
Points of Contact:
1. For questions about weather and safety leave approval criteria (including employee
eligibility) please contact
2. For questions about pay coding and record-keeping (i.e. proper pay-status codes
and methods for maintaining approval memos and employee rosters), please contact
your servicing Comptroller's Office / customer service representative.
Attachments:
1. Template Memo for Weather and Safety Leave Approval (Attachment 1)
2. Weather and Safety Leave Employee Roster (Attachment 2)
3. Timecard Step-by-Step Instructions for Weather and Safety Leave (Attachment 3)

26 March 2020
Approved by:
NGNJ-TAG
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UNIT LETTERHEAD
OFFICE SYMBOL

DATE

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Weather and Safety Leave Approval
1. The INSERT UNIT / DIRECTORATE NAME is reducing the personnel required to be
physically present at the workplace in response to the declared public health emergency for
COVID-19.
2. The personnel identified in the enclosed roster are to remain at their homes of record in a
Weather and Safety Leave status during the period of START DATE through END DATE.
These employees are not eligible for Telework, and shift work or other workforce management
or scheduling options are insufficient to mitigate the safety risk posed by the spread of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Their time and attendance will be coded as "LN", with a
reason/environmental code of "PS," when they are in a weather and safety leave status.
3. While in a weather and safety leave status, these employees are subject to immediate recall
and may be ordered to return to their regular work / duty locations permanently or periodically,
to perform mission-critical work, throughout the aforesaid period. If / when ordered to return to
their regular work / duty locations (whether temporarily or permanently) their time and
attendance will be coded as "RG" for those periods in which they have performed their duties at
their regular work / duty locations.
4. The reason(s) weather and safety leave is being granted to these employees, instead of
using other workforce management / scheduling options follow(s): STATE REASONS OTHER
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS WERE INSUFFICIENT, IMPRACTICAL, OR OTHERWISE
INFEASIBLE. These employees must remain in the commuting area and are subject to
immediate recall to their assigned workplace at the discretion of the Weather and Safety Leave
approval authority.
5. Weather and safety leave during a pandemic is intended to minimize exposure to illness.
Therefore, the employee is restricted to their HOR or other mutually agreed upon location for
the duration consistent with applicable public health guidance, and is required to avoid all
unnecessary contact with the public and travel.
6. A copy of this memorandum and the enclosed roster will be maintained according to the
requirements of the employee’s servicing comptroller for audit-readiness purposes. See the
(State) National Guard COVID-19 Weather and Safety Leave Guidance / Instructions for
specific record-keeping instructions.
7. The point of contact for this action is the undersigned at PHONE NUMBER and EMAIL
ADDRESS.

SIGNATURE BLOCK

Attachment 1 to Enclosure 3

WEATHER AND SAFETY LEAVE APPROVAL ROSTER
(Attachment 2 to Enclosure 3)
WING / MSC / DIRECTORATE
178 AW
JFHQ Director of Logistics
179 AW

MEMBER'S FULLTIME UNIT
OR WORKCENTER
178 Ops Squadron
FMS 18
Maint. Squadron

** PAY GRADE
– Fed Civ Pay Grades
e.g. GS-07, WG-10, WS-10

* FULLTIME
CATEGORY
Title 5
Title 32
Title 32

** PAY
GRADE
GS-13
WG-10
WG-10

As of: ENTER DATE OF APPROVAL MEMO

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

DUTY POSITION TITLE

DOE
CASH
PUBLIC

JANE
JOHN
JOHN

RPA PILOT
Wheeled Vehicle Mechanic
Aircraft Maint Tech

ATAAPS Time Card Coding for
Weather and Safety Leave
Air ATAAPS Link: https://af.ataaps.csd.disa.mil/
Army ATAAPS Link: https://ataaps.csd.disa.mil/

Attachment 3 to Enclosure 3

Log in to your service’s ATAAPS portal and
navigate to the ATAAPS Menu as shown above.
Air ATAAPS Link: https://af.ataaps.csd.disa.mil/
Army ATAAPS Link: https://ataaps.csd.disa.mil/

Click on “Labor”.

Click on “InsertRow”.

Select “DEFAULT” for
the Job Order.
In Air ATAAPS, select
“STANDARD” for the
Job Order.

Select “LN” for the
Type Hr.

Enter the number of
hours the employee
spent in a Weather &
Safety Leave status
on each date.

Click “Save”.

Click “NtDiff/Haz/Oth”.

Click “Add” in the Hz/Oth row.

Scroll down the menu until you find:
“PS Weather and Safety Leave”

Click the “PS Weather and Safety Leave” to highlight it
and then Click “Reason.”

Put check marks in these boxes to code multiple days.

Click “Save”.

Note the appearance of “PS”
in the Hz/Oth row.

Repeat this process as necessary for other dates.
You will notice that the Hz/Oth row isn’t visible when you
return to this timecard from view other screens. Click the
“NtDiff/Haz/Oth” button to confirm the “Hz/Oth” coding.

Click “Menu”.

Click “Menu” to return to the ATAAPS Menu.

Click “Leave Request”.

Click “New Leave Request”.

Input the dates/times
you coded on the
timecard for “PS”.

Use the “Purpose” menu
to select “PS – Weather
and Safety Leave”.
Enter an appropriate
remark for the reason
for the request.

Check this box to certify
the purpose of the leave.
Click “Submit”.

Repeat this process until
you submit leave requests
for all time periods coded
for “LN – Administrative”
and “PS” on your timecards.

